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A Historical Timeline of Decorated Eggs (Pysanky) 
People have been decorating eggs since Neolithic times (Kantor, 1948). The oldest found 

decorated eggs are ostrich eggs from predynastic Egypt. These eggs were inscribed and a 

dark colourant was rubbed into the incisions to highlight them. In other cases they were 

painted with white dots (Kantor, 1948). Plant, animal and geometric designs were also 

used as decorations, Figure 1 (Kantor, 1948). These eggs were found as grave goods, and 

had small holes drilled into the bottoms of them, so it is unlikely that they would have 

been offerings of food to the dead, and would have had some other meaning (Kantor, 

1948).  

Figure 1: Predynastic Ostrich Egg (Oriental 
Institute Museum 12322) Plate V (Kantor, 
1948). 

Interestingly, one egg found between 1930 and 1948 in Maadi, from predynastic lower 

Egypt dated to the 4th millennium, shows a pattern similar to the traditional (modern) 

Ukrainian forty triangles design, Figure 2 (Rizkana & Seeher, 1990). 

Figure 2: Predynastic Egyptian Inscribed ostrich egg 
from (Rizkana & Seeher, 1990) compared to a modern 
forty triangles pysanky (Petrusha, Sorokoklyn - 40 
Triangles Gallery)  



The art of decorating eggs expanded to numerous cultures over the ages and many 

techniques have been used to decorate them. Though a number of ostrich eggs have been 

found, smaller eggs have not been well preserved, probably due to the fragility of their 

smaller size and thinner shells.  

Among the ostrich egg finds are a set of painted eggs from the Etruscan Vulci tombs, in 

the tomb of Isis (625-550 BC), Figure 3 (Dennis, 1848). There are also notes of chickens’ 

eggs being found in the graves of the Greeks (Dennis, 1848). 

Figure 3: Painted eggs from the Etruscan Vulci tombs (Dennis, 
1848). 

From 500 BC onwards the more common finds are the various ceramic representations of 

eggs. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, has terracotta eggs dated to c. 420-

410 BC from a tomb near Athens, Figure 4 (The Washing Painter, ca. 420–410 B.C.).  

Figure 4: Terracotta oon (egg) of youth abducting woman. Attributed to 
the Washing Painter. H. 2 in. (5.1 cm) diameter 1 3/4 in. (4.5 cm). Greek, 
Attic, ca. 420–410 B.C. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 
Accession Number:1971.258.3. 

Robert E. Hughes states that painted ostrich egg shell fragments were found in trench 

BE95/96-7 in the Berenike Project, which is a dig in the eastern Egyptian desert that is 

excavating the remains of Bernike, a harbour on the Red Sea coast active between the 3rd 



century BC and the 6th century AD, Figure 5 (Hughes, 2001). These ostrich egg shards 

were painted in red with Greek letters and a pentagram star (Zych & Sidebotham, 2010). 

Figure 5: Ostrich eggs painted with a red motif. 3-6th 
century BC, Berenike, Egypt (Zych & Sidebotham, 2010). 

The earliest non-ostrich egg find is reported by Venetia Newall (Newall, Easter Eggs, 

1968): 

"... and eggs painted with stripes and dots were found in a Roman-
Germanic burial at Worms, Germany, dated approximately A.D.320.91 
91 Robert Wildhaber, Vom Osterei und der Technik des Eierfarbens (Paul 
Haupt, Bern, 1957), p. 2. (Contained in the Führer durch das Museum fir 
Volkerkunde und Schweizerische Museum für Volkskunde, Basel.)" 

However, this report is not clear if these are egg shells or if they are the more commonly 

found ceramic resurrection eggs. 

Ceramic resurrection eggs are common grave goods found between the 11th and 13th 

century AD Figure 6 and Figure 7. They are considered to have been made in Kiev or 

Chernihiv, and finds of the eggs are spread throughout the Scandinavian territories, the 

Baltics and Poland (Tkachuk, Kishchuk, & Nicholaichuk, 1977). According to Tkachuk 

the ceramic eggs were glazed, placed in a kiln and fired until the glaze was molten. The 

egg was then removed from the kiln and a second glaze was drawn through the molten 

first glaze to add colour and alter the design. The hot egg was then rolled on a smooth 

surface and returned to the kiln. The instrument used to apply the second glaze is 

described as “a funnel-shaped stylus dipped in the liquid glaze of the motif colour” 



(Tkachuk, Kishchuk, & Nicholaichuk, 1977), which sounds like the description of the 

kystka, a modern tool used to apply melted wax to wax-resist eggs. It is possible that 

Tkachuk’s account does not describe the process exactly. In my experience, applying a 

wet glaze over a molten piece of pottery would result in spattering, would not give crisp 

lines, and could cause the egg to crack or even explode. It is more likely that both glazes 

were applied before firing and a metal tipped stylus used to drag the molten glazes across 

each other in the same manner as a barista makes designs in artisan coffees. 

Figure 6: Resurrection Eggs from Top: Novgorod 10-11th 
century (Kolčin, Makarova, Belen'kaâ, & "Nauka.", 1997) 
and Bottom: Ceramic Easter egg, glazed, found in the 
Giecz dig in Wielkopolska, Poland found with 10th and 11th 
century items (Kostrzewski, 2000) .  

http://znaleziska.org/wiki/images/c/c4/Pisanka_sztuczna,_Giecz_-_kolor.jpeg
http://znaleziska.org/wiki/images/c/c4/Pisanka_sztuczna,_Giecz_-_kolor.jpeg�


Figure 7: Top: Resurrection eggs from other digs in Russia 
and Ukraine 10-12th century (Sovkopljas, 1980), and 
Bottom: Krakow 12-13th century (Szmoniewskiego & 
Tyniec-Kępińska, 2007) 



Sophie Hodorowicz Knab in "Polish Customs, Traditions and Folklore" states decorated 

eggs in Poland can be dated to the late 1200s, as they appear in the story of a miracle 

occurring at St. Hedwig's tomb in that time (Hodorowicz Knab, 1993): 

"The oldest written knowledge of pisanki [decorated eggs] at the graveside 
was documented in the life of St. Hedwig, which was penned after her 
canonization in 1267. The many miraculous healings attributed to this 
saint were documented by the wife of King Henryk Brodaty, who told the 
following story: When the son of a prominent judge was still unable to 
walk at eight years of age, his mother brought the boy to the grave of St. 
Hedwig in her arms and was praying to St. Hedwig to heal him when, lo!, 
a miracle happened. In the presence of the priest who baptized him and the 
abbess of the monastery, the boy suddenly stood up, took an egg that lay 
before him and walked around the saint's grave. The abbess took other 
decorated eggs and threw them at the feet of the young boy, compelling 
him to walk further from the tomb. This miracle is said to have happened 
near Easter between 1274 and 1287." 

In William Hone's "The Everyday book" (1938 edition, volume 1, page 430) there is a 

report on the decorating of eggs in England during Edward I 's reign (1239-1307) (Hone, 

1838): 

“Four hundred eggs were bought for eighteen-pence in the time of Edward 
I., as appears by a royal roll in the tower; from whence it also appears they 
were purchased for the purpose of being boiled and stained, or covered 
with leaf gold, and afterwards distributed to the royal household at Easter. 
They were formerly consecrated, and the ritual of pope Paul V. for the use 
of England, Scotland, and Ireland contains the form of consecration. On 
Easter eve and Easter day the heads of families sent to the church large 
chargers, filled with the hard boiled eggs, and there the “creature of eggs” 
became sacred by virtue of holy water, crossing and so on.” 

It has been hard to find records of decorated eggs that are not from ostriches, likely due to 

their fragile nature, see Appendix page Error! Bookmark not defined.. A fragment of a 

decorated non-ostrich egg, from the 13th century, was found in the excavation of Ostrow 

Tumski in Wroclaw, Poland. The small fragment was found and identified as an eggshell, 

and dated, based on the layer in which it was found, as prior to 1241 AD. It has a dark 

background and a series of lighter coloured lines drawn on it, Figure 8 (Kóčka & 

Ostrowska , 1956). This suggests a batik method, as it's easier to draw pale lines with a 

dark background using batik, rather than dark lines with a pale background. The ends of 

lines and the turns also suggest the slight pooling of wax or paste that occurs from either 



a kystka or a pin. Found with the fragment of egg shell was a bone splinter or pick, along 

with a number of other women's tools such as a spindle-whorl, and bone combs. The 

bone splinter might suggest a tool used in creating the decoration on the egg-shell 

fragment. 

Figure 8: Translation: Figure. 10 Worclaw Cathedral Island a) Whetstone 
from layer II / II b) Fragment of eggs from layers II, c) Fragment of bone 
lining from layer II d) Spindle-whorl, earthenware with green glaze from 
layer II / III e) Fragment of the bone comb with openwork okladnica 
(tine?) from layer II / III f) Knife copper layer II. (Kóčka & Ostrowska , 
1956) 



A late 1400's early 1500's Venice carnival scene depicts three revelers carrying a basket 

of perfume-filled eggs, Figure 9 (de' Medici, 1497). Only a portion of the picture is 

shown here. In the picture it appears that the eggs in the basket have different designs. 

Figure 9: From the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale 
University; frontispiece from "Canzone per Andare in Màschera per 
Carnesciale" by Lorenzo de' Medici and others, woodcut after 1497, 
Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Florence copy write Isabella Stewart 
Gardner Museum, Boston. (de' Medici, 1497) 

John Nott, also accounts the ancient feasting practice of blown, decorated eggs filled with 

rose water and perfume being thrown at subtleties as a Twelfth Day table diversion (Nott, 

1726). 



An ostrich egg was found in an Egyptian dig, and dated to the fifteenth century. It bears 

verses of Arabic love poetry, and was conjectured to be used as a perfume container or 

perhaps a drinking cup Figure 10 (Whitfield, 2002). Similar objects were also hung by 

Coptic Christians in churches (Whitfield, 2002). 

Figure 10: Fifteenth century ostrich egg 
with Arabic love poetry written on it 
(Whitfield, 2002). 

Venetia Newall quotes from a 1694 collection of sermons "Ovum Paschael Novum Oder 

Neugfarbte Oster Ayr" Andreas Strobl a Bavarian priest gives a detailed account of 

decorated Easter eggs (Newall, An Egg At Easter: A Folklore Study, 1971): 

"The whole year eggs do not receive so much honour as at Easter; they are 
gilded, silvered, painted with spots and figures, they are also painted and 
decorated with beautiful colours in relief, they are scratched, they are 
made into Easter lambs or into a pelican who feeds his young with his own 
blood, or they carry the picture of Christ or something else; they are 
boiled, they are dyed green, red, yellow, gold, etc. They are made up and 
then given as gifts by one good friend to another. They are even carried in 
large amounts to church to be blessed, and there are many who now eat or 
drink a soft boiled egg, rather than anything else." 

The final piece of evidence is a recent find of an intact goose egg in Lviv, Ukraine. It was 

found in the excavation of a rainwater collector that was dated to the 15-16th century, 

Figure 11 (Press Office of NAS of Ukraine, 2013). There have not yet been any papers 



published on the find, but the press release from the Rescue Archaeological Service 

group of the National Academy of Science, Ukraine gives a picture and the details of the 

Lviv find.  

Figure 11: Intact 15-16th century Goose egg found in the 
excavation of a rainwater collector, Lviv, Ukraine (Press 
Office of NAS of Ukraine, 2013). 



A Note on the History Of Wax Resist Techniques 
Apart from the eggs found in Gernsheim; which are debated as to whether or not 

wax resist was used to create them, and the Lviv egg; wax resist was used to achieve 

variations of colour on both fabric and ceramics.  

Wax resist on fabric can be dated to 700's where it’s mention is found on a 

Chinese manuscript mentions dyeing with wax resist technique, also called batik 

(Druding, 1982). Other sources date it around the same time but occurring in India or 

Indonesia (Belfer, 1977). The word batik is Indonesian and the technique, introduced by 

traders from India to Indonesia around 300 A.D., used liquid or paste starch to resist dye 

(Belfer, 1977). During the middle ages the Arabs picked up the art form from the Indians 

and further spread the technique through the world. 



Types Of Ukrainian Easter Eggs 
There are many types of wax-resist and dyes eggs traditionally made in the 

Ukraine. Pysanka, the most complex, is the one that most people associate with 

Ukrainian Easter eggs today. This form is hardest to document to the middle ages. 

Krashanka, Krapanka, Drop-Pull, Drapanka, and Lystowka are not as common but all can 

be documented to greater or lesser degrees.  Decorated eggs were given as gifts during 

courtship or holidays (especially Easter) and protective or curative charms; they were 

placed in the mangers of cows and horses, in hen houses, in graves, and planted in the 

first ploughed row of a field. (Tkachuk et al, 1977) 

Pysanka 
Pysanka is the most recognizable type of Ukrainian egg. The word 

Pysanka comes from the Ukrainian word pysaty, meaning, “to write”. To make 

psyanky a design is drawn in wax, using a kystka. The wax protects the area 

underneath it from any colour changes by resisting the dye. Once waxed, the egg 

is dipped into dye, removed, and the next portion of the design is drawn on. 

Eventually the wax is melted off the egg to reveal the design below.  

Krashanka 
Krashanka are hardboiled eggs dyed a solid colour (using a edible dye) 

like the ‘common’ Easter egg from other cultures. Types of dyes used are beets  

(which gives a red that will come off), and onions; which gives a brilliant yellow 

to dark red; or any other food safe dye. These were, and still are, commonly taken 

to church during Easter and blessed by the priests. This is an old period practice 

that occurred in many cultures of the middle ages. (Newall, 1971) 

Drop-Pull Technique 
This technique is likely the pre-cursor to pysanka. In drop-pull eggs the 

wax is dropped onto the egg and then a nail, or stick is used to pull the into a 

teardrop shape. Many different designs can be formed using this technique.  



Krapanka 
Krapanka is like a pysanka but has only multicoloured dots of dye. It 

could have pre-dated drop pull technique eggs. 

Lystowka 
In Lystowka leaves and flowers are pasted onto an egg (using a flour, salt 

and water paste), wrapped in cheesecloth, then dyed using an edible dye, such as 

onionskin. Commonly the egg is boiled in an onion dye bath. When the egg is 

removed from the dye, the leaves and flowers are peeled off to reveal a white 

image what was pasted there. This form of egg decoration is found in other 

cultures, such as Greece, and can be documented to medieval times (Newall, 

1971). 

Drapanka 
Drapanka is a dyed egg which has a design scratched into it. This scratch 

technique is also found, in period, in a variety of cultures through out the world 

(Newall, 1971). 



How To Write Ukrainian Pysanka 

Tools 
Eggs – Preferably unwashed, white, range fed, farm eggs. These have 

the hardest shells and can hold more dye without getting splotchy. 

Store bought eggs are often washed with bleach to make them safer for 

consumption. If you can not get unwashed eggs then use small store 

bought ones, they have the hardest shells, wipe them with vinegar to 

open the pours before using. Use fresh room temperature eggs when 

possible. Kystka – The tool used to write with wax on the egg. There 

are many different styles of Kystka from simple hand made ones (~4$) 

to electric stylus’ (~150+$). They can even be handmade.

 Bees Wax – Bees wax is used to write on the egg. It comes 

uncoloured or with colour. The coloured types are easier to see when 

on the egg but tend to clog the kystka tip. Paraffin wax should not be 

used because it cracks and flakes off the egg it also tends to smudge 

because it melts at a lower temperatue. 

Candle – A candle is used to heat the wax in standard kystkas. A 

shorter candle and candleholder is preferred so that you don’t have to 

move the kystka as far (which causes the wax to cool faster). 

Dye – Analine dyes are the modern dyes used to make pysanka. Once 

the eggs have been dyed with these dyes they are inedible. Analine 

dyes are also poisonous if ingested so keep them away from small 

children. The basic colours are yellow, blue, green, orange, red, and 

black. The dyes should be mixed using boiling water according to 

package instructions (some use vinegar some do not). Dye should be 

mixed in wide mouth jars that the eggs can be placed into 
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easily. If the dye seems to loose it’s potency add more vinegar if the dye 

takes vinegar. 

Spoons – Try to use a different spoon or wire dipper for each dye. 

Plastic spoons tend to break so should not be used. Work Area – Your 

work area will tend to get messy so cover it with newspaper. 

Paper towel – This is used to blot the egg after dying it and to wipe the 

wax off when removing it at the end. 

Pencil – Used to draw complex designs. 

Rubber Bands or Electric Tape – These are used to draw straight lines 

on the egg if your free hand skills aren’t that good. 

Paint Brush or Cotton Swabs – These are used to dye small accents 

usually with blue or green. 

Pin – This will allow you to scratch the wax off small areas that have 

been accidentally written on. 

Black Permanent Felt – This will let you cover up unwanted spots on 

the egg once it’s finished. 

Egg Blower or 50 cc Syringe – To blow the egg after it’s done. 

Egg Stand or Egg Board – To make it easier to drain and varnish the 

egg. 

Varnish – The egg must be varnished at the end to keep the colours 

from fading. In period the egg would have remained un-blown and been 

covered with butter and turned ever few months till they dried out. 

Dyeing regime 
The eggs are usually placed in the lightest dye first and are worked 

through darker dyes. To get nice blues and greens they should not be used with 

the red dye colour scheme and visa versa. . Generally white is achieved by 

writing on an un-dyed eggs, but if there are large areas of white in your pattern 

use bleach as the final dip to remove any colour from the egg.  Orange dye can 

be used to switch from a blue – green colour scheme to a Red colour scheme, 

since it removes any colours below it. If there are only small areas of 



a colour dap some dye on the area with a cotton swab or a paint brush (do not rub 

the egg when doing this), let it sit a few minutes an dap any excess off, then wax 

the area. Brown eggs can be used but it tends to change the dye colours. The 

common dying regimes are listed below. 

Yellow – Orange – Red – Black 

Blue – Green – Purple – Black  

Blue – Yellow – Green – Orange – Red – Purple – Black  

Yellow – Orange – Red – Black – Bleach  

Blue – Green – Purple – Black – Bleach  

Blue – Yellow – Green – Orange – Red – Purple – Black – 

Bleach 

Other colours are added based on how light/dark they are and whether 

they fall into the blue or red categories. 

Period dyes were based on the dyes common to the area you lived in and 

were based on those used for clothing or food type dye. In the Ukraine the dyes 

were 

Red – logwood or onionskin 

Orange – onionskin 

Yellow – apple tree bark, aspen, onionskin, or mistletoe leaves

Green – sprouting rye or wheat 

Violet – sunflower seeds or elderberry fruit or bark Brown – 

onionskin 

Black – old walnuts or oak bark 

(Newall, 1971)

Wax Resist Method 
 Wash hands - any grease from you hands will stop the dye from

sticking to your egg.

 Clean egg with vinegar

 Heat the metal part of the kystka in the candle flame.

 Allow the cup to melt into the wax block and fill with wax (remove it

kystka before it hardens in the wax)

 Reheat the kystka as required to keep the wax flowing.



 Holding the tip of the kystka at 90 degrees to the egg draw the lines

you wish to show up as white (colour in any areas that are white as

well)

 Dip the egg in the first dye (usually yellow) – leave in the dye 3

minutes or less. If the dye doesn’t seem to have the desired potency add

vinegar to vinegar based dyes (don’t leave the egg in longer since it

will affect the quality of the later dyes.

 Reheat the kystka

 Fill in any yellow areas or lines

 Dip into the next dye - apply small areas individually by dapping dye

onto the egg with a paintbrush or cue tips.

 Repeat until you have used all the colours you want.

 If you are doing a bleach wash, once the egg is white again rinse it well

with water to remove any trace of bleach.

 Heat egg carefully on the flame to remove wax from the egg. Do not let

the egg get to hot or it will explode. Heat small sections and wipe with

a soft cloth or paper towel to remove the wax.

 Make any touch ups using a permanent marker.

 Allow egg to dry (overnight is ideal, but 15 minutes will do)

Finishing 
The egg can be finished in a number of ways. Traditionally the egg would 

be slathered in butter and allowed to air dry. The egg can also be hard boiled 

before dying is started and then buttered after. Both these methods require that 

you rotate the egg every few months or it will explode. In modern days eggs are 

blown and lacquered.  

Blow the egg using an egg blower or a syringe 

Allow egg to drain on an egg board or a dish that will allow the egg to be 

suspended, I use a small parfait dish. Draining usually takes overnight, but can be 

a half hour or so. 



Dip in lacquer or spray with lacquer to protect colours. Allow egg to dry 

on an egg board or on an egg stand. Be careful not to let the lacquer run or stick 

to your holder. Eggs stands can be bought or eggs can be framed, for ease of 

transporting them I use large pill bottles that I pad with cotton balls. The pill 

bottles are available from the pharmacy for free or a minimal fee, but be 

prepared to explain or show them what you want the pill bottles for.  

Layout Types 
There are ten standard layouts for most traditional pysanky. 

These are not the only layouts, and some of the oldest eggs don’t follow these 

patterns- so don’t be afraid to play.  



Traditional Symbolism 
It can be said that every line, colour, and symbol on a pysanka has a meaning. 

However, these meanings can change from village to village and family to family. One 

common version of the meanings behind the symbols, taken from Tkachuk et al, is listed 

below. 

Traditional Complete Design Concepts 
There are two types of symbolic pysanka. There are those made up of 

individual motifs in which each symbol has a meaning; then there are eggs that 
the complete design is a symbol unto itself. 

Those following are the meanings of some of the complete designs. Later 
each symbol is listed as a guide to the meaning of an individual motif egg. 

Pre-Christian 

The symbols on these eggs can be traced back to pre-Christian symbols. 

Nebozvid – The Universe 
This design has a dark background and contains a representation of 
a sun, stars, and other heavenly bodies. It symbolises the highest 
forces of nature and mans wonder at the universe. 

Vesna – The Call of Spring 
Predominant floral motifs on a dark background, occasionally 
some animal motifs are seen also. These eggs symbolize the hope 
of a quick return to spring. 

Ptashyna – Birds 

These eggs show either partial bird representations or complete 

birds. The eggs can range from brightly coloured to dark but 

usually only show two colours. Birds symbolized to coming of 

spring, the cycle of creation and life, life, happiness. Different 

birds have different meanings: hens – fertility, geese & swan – 

spring & the melting of ice from lakes & rivers, roosters – a rich 

marriage with many children, storks- babies, pairs of birds – a 

couples love.  



Kola-Obruchky - Rounds 

Three horizontal bands with a spiral tripod in each division. The 

tripods were coloured yellow, red, and green. This symbolizes the 

magical trinity from folklore, joy in life, natures awakening, and 

the eternal life of the universe. It also represents goodwill, 

happiness, love, and understanding.  

Tsyhans’ki Dorohy – Gypsy Roads 

This egg shows a white meandering line on a red and black 

background. The white unbroken line represents the gypsy road 

which separated black – death, and red – magic; thus evil cound 

not get off the road to harm the recipient of the egg. It was 

considered to be protection for travellers.  

Vedmezhi Lapy – Bears Paws 
As a complete concept design this egg represented protection of 
the home. The bear was associated with Lisovyk, the forest 
guardian spirit, and spoke of strength, wisdom, bravery and 
endurance, respect, action, and the coming of spring. It also 
suggests that one cannot win a battle with a bear. It is also 
another red and black design separated by a white line. In this 
case black represents respect and red action. 

Matriarchal (Pre-Christian) 
These eggs are symbolic of the female principle. 

Bohynja-Berehynja – Grand Goddess 
The design appeared on rugs, weaving, carving, and embroidery ~ 

5th century A.D. It is seen in Egyptian, Babylonian, Greek, 

Thracian, and Scythian cultures. 

Knjahynja – Princess  
This is a later design based on the Grand Goddess design. 



Koroleva – Queen  
This is a later design based on the Grand Goddess design, from the 

same time as the Princess. It represents the earth mother and 

suggests fertility, motherhood, warmth and wisdom. 

Stara Baba – Old Woman 
This is a later design based on the Grand Goddess design. 

Transitional 
These designs span the pre-Christian and Christian symbolism, and 

have elements of both pagan and Christian belief systems. 

Sorok-Klyntsiw – Forty Triangles 

Each triangle of this design has a different meaning: Heaven 

worship (Sun, moon, stars), water, air, earth, husbandry (the stages 

of growing and harvest), family affairs (child birth, growing up, 

health, weddings, travel, strength), and nourishment (flax, hemp, 

gardens, orchards, cattle, bees). The egg is symbolic of the forty 

tasks of life, and the magical number three. In the Christian 

tradition it symbolizes the forty days of Lenten, the forty days of 

Christ’s fast, and the forty martyrs.  

Vorota – Heavenly Gates 
The original symbolism is that of the heavenly gate through which 

one passes at birth and death. The Christian belief of everlasting 

life was later incorporated with this design. It also represents the 

spring.  

Velykodni – Easter Symbolism 
This category of eggs are representative of Easter. They are Ponedilok – 
Monday, Sereda – Wednesday, Velyka Pjatnytsja – Good Friday, Paska – 
Ressurection & Easter bread. Velykden – Final symbol of Lent, Bozha 
Ruka – God’s Hand. 



Prjama - Straight Line - This represents eternity or the thread of life.

Doroha-Smuha - Ribbon or Belt- This represents eternity or the thread of 

life. 

Miandyr - Embattled Line - forests or enclosures. Usually used around 

something that must be contained. 

Zubcehasta - Engrailed and Invected Line - The place where opposites 

meet like land meeting water, or day meeting night.

Lomana - Indented Line – Saw – fire with the same meaning as a sun 

symbol, or water/waves meaning growth and cleansing.

Bezkonechnyk – Meander- motion, travel, roadways, harmony, infinity, and 

immortality. 

Kolo – Circles - the cyclical nature of the universe, god, warmth, the sun.

Zirka or Rozha  - Star or Rose - Usually found as an eight-pointed rose, it 

signifies purity, life, knowledge, beauty, elegance, and perfection. As a 

rose, it symbolises female wisdom; as a star, it's the divine will or eye of 

God.

Rysky (Lines)

Geometric and celestial symbols



Kapanky – Dots- These represent stars, tears, cuckoo’s eggs, or points 

with no beginning or end. The cuckoo’s egg symbolises spring and 

predictions of the future. A dot enclosed in a circle represents eternity – 

the axis of the universe.

Trykutnyk – Triangle - This represents trinities – either pagan (air, fire, 

water; or heaven, earth, air) or Christian (the Holy Trinity).

Lomanyj Khrest – a swastika now often drawn instead as a Maltese cross 

meaning happiness, blessings, good fortune, and luck.

 Trynih – a three-armed spiral – like the triangle this represents the 

various trinities – birth, life, and death; man, woman, and child, the holy 

trinity, and threes.

Khrest -- Two Line Cross -- The four points of reality, the four ages of 

man/woman, or the points of the compass. 

Stojachyj Khrest (Standing Cross) -- This is a symbol of clan (ancestor) 

worship, which was later incorporated into Christian symbolism.

Andryjivs’kyj Khrest (St. Andrew’s Cross) -- St. Andrew was the patron 

saint who preached in the Ukraine. His X shaped cross became a 

common motif for pysanka.

The Cross



Pravoslavnyj Khrest (Orthodox Cross ) -- When the Ukrainians 

adopted Byzantine orthodoxy, the two-armed Orthodox cross 

became a popular pysanka motif.

Resheto - Sieve -- Symbolic of dividing good from evil.

Koshyk -Basket -- contained knowledge, motherhood, and depicts a 

giver of life and gifts.

Drabynka  -- Ladder -- searching and rising above petty problems.

Hrebin -- Comb -- Organization, treated as a sun symbol, or a comb 

with three teeth can symbolize the three stages of life or the Holy 

Trinity.

Hrabli -- Rake -- the harvest or they have a similar meaning to the 

comb.

 Kucheri -- Bends -- protection or defense.

 Spyral’i -- Spirals-divinity, immortality, and the mystery of life and 

death.

Jalychka or Sosonka -- Pine Tree -- endurance, strength, boldness, 

growth, and eternal life.

Derevo -- Broad Leafed Tree-the tree of life, renewal, creation, and 

unity. 

Plants

Others



Jablunja -- Apple Tree -- a similar meaning as the broad-leafed 

trees, but can also represent health or plenty.

Verba –Willow branches -- In Slavic folklore the sun was held in the 

sky on a large willow. The willow branch is also blessed on Palm 

Sunday. It represents health, beauty, wealth, and the spring.

Vynohrad -- Grape Vine -- continuity, good fellowship, and strong, 

loyal love. In Christian symbolism, it denotes the wine in the Holy 

Communion, and God and Christ’s love for mankind. 

Jabluchky or Slyvy -- Apples or Plum branches -- Signify 

knowledge, health, and wisdom.

Trylysnyk --Three Leaf (periwinkle) -- A trinity symbol, also 

signifying immortality and eternal love. It is used in wedding and 

spring rituals. In Christian symbolism, this is used to designate pure 

love and the Holy Trinity.

Dubovyj Lystok -- Oak Leaf -- strength and persistence.

Rozha -- Rose -- female wisdom, beauty, and elegance.

Poppy -- joy and beauty



Konvalija -Lily of the Valley -- Signifies purity and humility – as 

exemplified by a young bride.

Sonjashnyk -- Sunflower -- love of God, motherhood, and is a 

symbol of life.

Ohirok -- Cucumber--This symbolizes the preservation of life due it 

its water retaining capabilities.

Kolossja -- Ears of Cereals -- good harvest, hospitality, and spring.

Pshenytsja -- Wheat -- significant in rituals and oral traditions of 

early Ukrainians. Wheat was said to hold the soul of the clan and 

was revered as a symbol of the earth. In Christian belief, it is also 

associated with God’s love for man. 

Olen'  -- Stag -- leadership, victory, joy, and masculinity.

Konyk -- Horse -- A sun symbol, the horse is always drawn facing 

away from the sun due to belief it pulled the sun on its journey 

across the sky each day. This motif symbolizes wealth, prosperity, 

endurance, speed, and the motion of the sun.

Animals



Baran -- Ram -- leadership and strength in the face of opposition, the ram may 

also denote perseverance and dignity.

Pivnyk -- Rooster --  coming good fortune, exultation, vigilance, a rich married 

life, and the blessing of many children.

Kurochka -- Hen -- fertility.

Metelyk -- Butterfly --  pleasure and frivolity of childhood, immortality, and 

the delicate beauty of nature.  

Pavuk  -- Spider -- Can be seen as a sun motif, projecting rays. Symbolizes 

patience, artistry, and industry.

Ryba -- Fish -- This symbol of Christianity also represents abundance, 

baptism, regeneration, and sacrifice.

Kurjachi Lapky -- Hen’s Feet -- the protection of the earth towards the young. 

It also means guidance and direction in the search for knowledge.

Husjachi Lapky -- Goose Feet -- the soul and spirit, warning or wakefulness.

Rohy  -- Horns -- Nobility, wisdom, manhood, leadership and triumph over 

problems are what the horns signify.



Rizhky -- Rams Horns -- strong leadership, or strength in the face of opposition 

as well as perseverance and dignity.

Vedmezhi Lapy -- Bear’s Paws – bravery, wisdom, endurance, and protection 

of the home.

Zajachi Vushka -- Rabbit’s Ears -- Humility as man listens attentively to the 

lessons of nature.

Vovchi Zuby  -- Wolves’ Teeth -- Loyalty, wisdom, and/or a firm grip are 

signified by wolves' teeth.

A swallow – spring to the household.

A stork – the coming of babies.

The lark – spring to the fields.

The nightingale – spring to the orchards.

Duck, geese, and swans – spring to the lakes and rivers.

Sparrows – symbolizes community and human attachment. In Christian belief, 

it also represents the soul striving to be one with God even through adversity.

Ptakhy - Other Birds
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